What does it mean to conduct ethnographic research in a context where inequalities are pervasive? Drawing on experiences conducting research with poor migrant Qur'anic students (almajirai) in Kano in northern Nigeria, this paper explores the challenges of establishing productive and ethical research relationships with informants whose social and socioeconomic status is significantly lower than that of the researcher. The paper argues that large socioeconomic and educational inequalities demand a rethinking of the subject positions available to researchers in such contexts. In the paper, I consider in turn my roles as an 'accomplice' of exclusionary elite behaviour, as a 'patron' for my informants, and as a 'gobetween' facilitating access for them to otherwise inaccessible 'social microworlds'.
I had come to northern Nigeria to study the almajirai, as 'traditional' Qur'anic students are known in Hausa, the region's lingua franca. Now I found myself living in a compound where they worked as domestic helpers. If I had had a choice, I would probably not have employed them. Having been brought up in a German middle class family with a leftist leaning, domestic service looked like servitude to me, and having domestics made me feel like I was betraying my fundamental belief in human equality. Why should someone else clean up my dirt, merely because I was lucky enough to have more money than him? Having my own privilege put on display this way made me feel very uncomfortable.
Yet, as far as Aliyu was concerned, I did not have much of a choice. He came as it were with the compound I moved into in Kano. The VSO (Volunteer Service Overseas) volunteers who had lived there before me had employed him, and the alternatives I faced were either to dismiss him or to come to terms with the unease I felt. Aware of the hole a dismissal would tear into his survival budget, I opted for the latter.
To ease into my role as employer and 'patron' would take me time, and became possible only after I developed a better understanding of how social relations work in northern Nigeria.
It also required me to give up my initial hope that I could 'befriend' the almajirai and interact with them as status 'equals', as my own upbringing had made me hope. Gender was a first obstacle to this. Friendships don't, or very rarely, traverse gender boundaries in northern Nigeria. In Hausa, the word used to refer to a woman's close friend is ƙawa (female); a man's friend is his aboki (male); friendship bonds between the sexes are not provided for linguistically. Men and women in northern Nigeria relate to each other as siblings, relations, spouses, (secret) lovers, and patrons and clients -but not as friends. 'Befriending' the almajirai and other male youths was thus not an option readily available to me. As a woman, moreover, I could not enrol as almajira myself nor even observe, let alone participate in, lessons taking place in a mosque. 2 Differences of age complicated our relationship further in a context where status comes with age and where juniors are expected to show respect to their seniors. That I was white and non-Muslim in a context where Westerners are often suspected of pursuing an anti-Islam agenda did not help either (see Hoechner, 2016 ). Yet, more important still was the socioeconomic gap between us. The Qur'anic students are almost all precariously poor; their social standing is low; their future prospects are drab. What did this imply for our research relationship?
As researchers, especially if we decide to study the lives of poor people in the global South, we are often positioned on the upper echelons of socioeconomic and status hierarchies.
Various authors, particularly in development studies, have reflected on the particular challenges of conducting research in contexts where the living standards and educational backgrounds of researchers and researched differ grossly (e.g. Devereux and Hoddinott, 1992) . Methodological innovations have been called for to bridge such differences, and to reduce power differentials (e.g. Beazley and Ennew, 2006; Chambers, 1997) . Within social anthropology, scholars have debated the political implications of conducting research with poor, marginalized or exploited populations, and weighed the pros and cons of an 'engaged' or 'militant' anthropology (e.g. D'Andrades, 1995; Scheper-Hughes, 1995) . However, some notable exceptions aside (e.g. Bleek, 1979 Bleek, , 1987 Crick, 1992) , ethnographic accounts of how individual researchers construct long-term research relationships across socioeconomic divides, and how they manage the challenges they encounter, are rare.
3 This is surprising, given the particular challenges such differences can pose.
It has been argued that the validity of research and its ethical acceptability benefit from a reduction of the power differentials between researcher and researched (e.g. Chambers, 1997; Edwards and Mauthner, 2002; Morrow and Richards, 1996) . 'Informants' are more at ease and frank with people who don't have power over them. (Researchers are of course unlikely to make more than a fleeting difference to the lives of their informants.) What is more, socioeconomic differences often imply expectations from those who are poor towards researchers to whose livelihoods they contribute by sharing their information and their lives. Bleek explains such expectations and the ensuing frustrations if they are not met. Seen with the eyes of poor research participants, 'doing fieldwork is not only a privilege of the rich, in the long run it is also lucrative, since fieldwork experience is a prerequisite for most well-paid anthropological teaching jobs ' (1979: 200-1) . 6 Attempts to bridge the socioeconomic gaps through offering financial or practical assistance in his view do 'no more than reaffirm the existing inequality' (Bleek, 1979: 201) . Is Bleek right to consider anthropological fieldwork amongst poor people a necessarily 'dubious activity' (Bleek, 1979: 201)? How -if at all -can we manage the dynamics resulting from large socioeconomic differences in a way that is productive for research and ethical at the same time?
This is the question guiding this paper. The next section introduces the almajiri system in more depth and the particular challenges I faced trying to construct ethical and productive research relationships with the almajirai. After that, I describe the context -fraught with inequalities -in which the young almajirai find themselves. The remainder of the paper then describes my role as researcher in this context. I conclude by reflecting on the implications of researchers' subject positions as potential 'accomplices', 'patrons' and 'go-betweens' for their relationships with research participants and for the insights they can gain.
The almajirai: at the lower end of socioeconomic and educational hierarchies
To understand the intricacies of my relationships with my 'informants', it is important to understand their precarious position within society. Mostly poor rural families use the 'traditional' Qur'anic school system, which exists across Muslim West Africa. Such families often have few alternative educational choices as the 'modern' schooling accessible to them tends to be both poor in quality and financially burdensome. Whereas participation in the 'modern' education system makes it difficult for rural children to help their parents farm, the almajiri system is well adjusted to agricultural work rhythms, allowing students to return home during the farming season.
The almajirai live with a Qur'anic teacher, often for several years. The youngest students are of primary school age, the oldest in their early twenties. Many schools, which operate beyond the state's purview and regulatory interventions, lack physical infrastructure beyond a canopied forecourt where the teaching takes place, compelling their students to cohabit other spaces like mosques or neighbours' entrance halls (soro). Studying exclusively the Qur'an, they find themselves excluded from 'modern' forms of knowledge -including 'modern' religious knowledge -and the status that comes with it. Lacking alternative means of livelihood, many students beg for their food, which relegates them to the bottom of social hierarchies. Students also find employment as domestic workers. As many women live secluded (purdah), they depend on children as go-betweens for their transactions with the world outside their
compounds. Yet, payment for such work is often minimal, and while some almajirai develop very close and symbiotic relationships with their employers, others report instances of abuse and condescending treatment.
Across West Africa, 'traditional' Qur'anic school students have become the subject of much public concern in the context of increased attempts to achieve universal primary education and concerns about child welfare. Children's rights' advocates tag them as 'abandoned', 'trafficked' and 'exploited' (see Perry, 2004) . The push by Islamic reform movements for the formalisation of religious learning has put 'traditional' Qur'anic schools under strain to assert their legitimacy (e.g. Ware, 2014) . In Nigeria, the presumed role of Qur'anic schools as recruitment grounds for radical groups has become a recurrent theme in the context of the 'Boko Haram' crisis. Reliable statistics on the total number of almajirai or the percentage of all young people they represent do not exist. The available data -published by the Ministerial Committee on Madrasah Education -estimate that more than 9.5. million children in Nigeria attend Qur'anic schools, 8.5 million of which in the northern part of the country (UBEC, 2010). However, as these data do not distinguish between 'boarding' students (almajirai) and day students (who live with their parents, potentially attend secular/Islamiyya education in parallel, and who include girls), it is difficult to determine the number of almajirai among them.
Northern Nigeria: inequalities and practices of exclusion
Huge inequalities characterize everyday life in Nigeria today. According to World Bank estimates, over 38% of income in Nigeria was held by the richest 10% of the population in 2009
whereas the poorest 10% needed to make ends meet with less than 2% of income (World Bank, n.d. Robson, 2006: 669) . Gender plays a crucial role for how people utilize space, as northern Nigeria is characterized by one of the strictest regimes of female seclusion/purdah to be found within the Islamic world. Most married women live in purdah and adult men rarely enter the compounds of other men. But wealth and origins also regulate people's access to certain spaces, and guarded gates have become increasingly widespread among the affluent.
While being hosted for several months by the household of the traditional ruler of a small rural town I call Rijiya, I had the occasion to learn about some of the practices and politics surrounding access to space. Whereas other people's compounds in this rural town were open to everyone who was female, young, or both, unwritten rules regulated access to the traditional ruler's house (which would potentially be sanctioned by whiplashes from the guard). Almajirai were not allowed to enter the compound to beg for leftover food (left-over food was however distributed before the gates). While men do not usually enter other men's compounds, visits to the entrance hall (soro/zaure) are common. Yet, entering the traditional ruler's entrance hall was a privilege reserved to select visitors.
Living with the traditional ruler also taught me about the politics of food. In Hausaland, often the language of food is used to express social relationships. 'Not to eat is to experience what it is to lack power, ' Last writes (2000: 374) . Food preparation and distribution are highly political (e.g. Robson, 2006: 671 
Being an accomplice
Being swiftly 'adopted' into the local elite in Kano meant that I inadvertently participated in power structures that I could not easily challenge. My wish to be a good and appreciative guest sometimes conflicted with my wish to interact with my informants and people I had grown close to in an egalitarian manner and to obliterate barriers of status. In my home culture, status differences are commonly considered legitimate only if some meritocratic (sounding) argument can be found to justify them. Open invocation of low birth, gender, or low income as a justification for status subordination is not usually considered acceptable.
In the household of the traditional ruler in Rijiya, as a generously hosted guest I accommodated myself to certain status distinctions, even though they made me feel uncomfortable at times. For example, the particular regime of access to this compound described above made it impossible for me to receive guests as I wished. One of the Qur'anic teachers who, I think, cherished my visits to his school and compound, told me that because I was part of their ruler's household, it was impossible for him to reciprocate my visits.
Sometimes, if they argued convincingly that they had good reasons to come see me, the almajirai I was teaching were allowed into the compound. For fear that they would be turned away, or that their presence would disturb my hosts, I preferred to arrange for us to meet outside of the compound though. Also, I was concerned about the potential inequalities and tensions I might create among the almajirai by intervening on behalf of some (whom I knew better) and not of others. To smooth things over, I decided not to interfere with the prevailing space practices.
The same was true for the politics of food. Whereas I received the 'better' of the two meals that were prepared every day, the almajirai working in the traditional ruler's household routinely received the cheaper one. While I felt uneasy about complying with certain practices that my status as temporary 'member' of the local elite entailed, this status also offered me insights into how some northern
Nigerian elites think about the almajirai, and helped me understand how treatment that the latter perceive as demeaning comes about. For example, the almajirai in my research lamented frequently that they were given food perceived as second-class or even on the brink of spoiling, including in the houses where they work. It was instructive to witness 'from the other side' of the wealth and power gulf the treatment that the young people in my research complained about.
In one incident, for example, the 12-year-old son of a local elite family I visited frequently in Kano volunteered the proposition that rice leftover from the evening meal could be given to almajirai in case it had gone off the next morning (and thus become inedible for the household).
His suggestion was apparently ingenuous and I do not think he meant any harm. Yet, it reveals how little he knew about the experiences of the boys to whom he wanted to give his food waste.
It did not occur to him that the almajirai could feel disrespected if given food that others no longer considered apt for eating. To see just how far apart the reality and horizon of experience of this local elite boy and that of the almajirai were helped me gauge the latter's sense of exclusion and misrecognition better.
To my relief, the almajirai I was close to did not necessarily consider me complicit with elite behaviour they experienced as unfair and demeaning (or at least they didn't tell me so), and on several occasions, such behaviour triggered conversations among us that allowed me to learn about their views. For example, after some almajirai had been turned away at the gate of the house of a well-off family in Kano without having been given a chance to explain their reasons for seeking access, we discussed the behaviour of Nigerian elites towards poor people more generally.
In sum, my proximity to local elites thus helped me understand their attitudes toward almajirai, which in turn helped me understand the almajirai's experiences and frustrations about the treatment they receive from these elites. These insights were crucial for me to grasp the almajirai's relative position within society and potential sources of tension between them and better-off members of society. However, the subject position of 'accomplice' always bore the risk that my informants perceive me as actually elitist -an attitude they looked upon critically.
What is more, it bore the risk that my behaviour inadvertently lend legitimacy to power structures I was ill at ease with, but which, as a guest, I did not feel entitled to criticize (cf.
Lundström, 2010, who describes a similar dilemma using her own 'methodological capital' (a term she borrows from Gallagher, 2000) , including her whiteness and heterosexuality, as means of getting access to the field). I thus tried to keep my public performances of this role to a minimum. The next role I consider is that of a patron.
Being a patron
Readers have already met Aliyu, who worked as domestic in my compound, in the introduction to this paper. Like him, many almajirai relate to the women in the urban neighbourhoods of their schools as workers and 'clients'. 8 Given that begging constitutes a rather fickle source of revenue, many almajirai work as domestics to ensure their daily survival.
As mentioned earlier, I had begun my fieldwork hoping I could 'befriend' the almajirai, and that we would somehow manage to bracket not only our gender, age and religious differences, but also the socioeconomic disparities between us out from our relationship.
However, I soon came to realize that the almajirai's hopes for our relationship were quite different from mine. If they sought me out, it was not only because they enjoyed our interactions, but also because I was a promising potential patron (cf. Crick, 1992: 177, who caution against considering the relationships we engage in in the field as friendships. A 'large range of pragmatic motives… might attract an informant to such a strange identity as an anthropologist.' See also Rabinow, 1977: 34; Taylor, 2011) . As they related in the same way to most other women in our middle/upper class neighbourhood, as they spoke very positively of some of these relationships, and as such relationships were crucial to their economic survival, Crick, 1992) . Aliyu for example, who had never attended secular education, wished to enrol in primary school. The first time we discussed the matter, he told me that the household in whose entrance hall he slept, and for whom he fetched water every morning, had agreed to pay for his expenses. Yet, as my departure approached and I enquired about the state of affairs, he voiced concerns about the actual commitment of his employers. 'Some people don't stick to their promises,' he declared. I couldn't help wondering whether Aliyu was being strategic with his comments to make sure I would pay for his schooling as I had once proposed.
Also in other instances, the almajirai withheld information from me -for example about their discontent about how I managed the finances of the participatory film project we pursued together (see Hoechner, 2014c Hoechner, , 2006 . They were afraid to displease me, I learned later, and to thereby jeopardize my support for their future projects. While I cannot be sure that I have grasped in all instances how money affected the dynamics between us, at least these experiences helped me understand how little trust the almajirai were accustomed to put in the commitment of their patrons, making it necessary for them to 'strategize' (cf. Bleek, 1987 , who makes a case for analysing informants' lies and their circumstances in their own right).
To summarise, as a 'patron', I learned from the inside about the rules and expectations underpinning patronage arrangements in northern Nigeria, one of the principal ways in which poor youths like the almajirai relate to wealthier members of society, and to older women in particular. The fervour with which the almajirai sought to enter into patronage arrangementspresumably their best bet for social advancement -brought moreover to light how few other opportunities there are for the almajirai to achieve upward mobility. While my role as a 'patron'
prompted the almajirai to stress their needs in their interactions with me, and to carefully avoid creating any tension in our relationship, this behaviour brought home to me just how central patronage relationships are to their daily survival. The next section explores the third role I occupied in my relationships with the almajirai: that of a 'go-between'.
Being a go-between
Reflecting on his fieldwork experiences on the Zambian Copperbelt, James Ferguson (Ferguson, 1999: 208) .
In a context where inequalities are as pervasive as in Nigeria, shaping people's everyday lives and horizons of experience, Ferguson's observations are particularly pertinent. There were various domains within Nigerian society that the almajirai were thoroughly excluded from, despite being 'members' of that society -but which were accessible to me thanks to my Finally, I could play a role as go-between and translator language-wise. Hammersley and Atkinson argue that '[e]xpertise and knowledge may… be of value in the field as a basis for establishing reciprocity with participants' (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007: 69) . By speaking English, and enough Hausa to piece together, with the help of a dictionary, rough translations of most of the expressions asked of me, I assumed a strange position as outsider with insider knowledge of and access to a different community of meaning, who could bestow, to some extent, meaning upon everyday experiences. I could be approached for help to decode messages floating in the almajirai's social environments. After the English lessons I organised for almajirai in my rural fieldsite Rijiya, for example, the almajirai regularly presented me with vocabulary lists assembling an eclectic mix of English expressions for which they wanted translations. These were words they pick up from various places: from the scribbled notebooks of friends attending secular school, from the imprint on the back of a Western-style second hand t-shirt, from bits of discarded newspaper, from scraps of conversation they overhear on the streets or on the radio, and from sentences thrown at them by secular-educated youngsters in the neighbourhoods of their schools. English has an ineluctable presence in everyday life in northern Nigeria today, even through many people are excluded from access to it. By helping out with translations, I was not so much granting access to 'my' world as making 'their' world legible to the almajirai and other people around me.
Yet, my presence may also have triggered experiences of exclusion: meeting me led various people to switch to English (and to stick to it even if I answered back in Hausa), be it to accommodate me, be it to make status claims. As far as accessing 'higher status' segments of society is concerned, the almajirai were, I think, quite aware that much of the access they were granted would be temporary and dependent upon my intervention. Did my interventions on their behalf raise their awareness of what it was they were missing out on? As I offered fairly early on to sponsor the secular education of the almajirai I was close to, they started indulging in quite high educational and professional aspirations. These carry the risk of being 
Conclusion
How -if at all -can we manage the dynamics resulting from large socioeconomic differences between ourselves as researchers and our research participants in a way that is productive for research and ethical at the same time? This is the question I pursued in this paper.
Recounting my experiences conducting research with almajirai, 'traditional' Qur'anic students in Kano, Nigeria, I explored the challenges of establishing research relationships with informants whose social and socioeconomic status was significantly lower than mine. I considered in turn my role as an 'accomplice' of elite behaviour, as a 'patron' for my informants, and as a 'go-between' facilitating access for them to otherwise inaccessible 'social microworlds'.
Inequalities of social and socioeconomic status are a fact to contend with, for example because they may imply that 'informants' seek patronage from us rather than 'friendship' (or other forms of more coequal relationships conforming to local gender norms). By virtue of our social/socioeconomic status, as researchers we may be insiders of certain domains within society that other members of society, including our research participants, are excluded from.
We may be easily admitted to the local elite whereas this is impossible for our research participants. Thanks to our education, we may be able to decode situations that research participants fail to comprehend. This puts us in a privileged position. We may for example be able to act as translators for research participants, making otherwise incomprehensible situations legible. Also, we may act as go-betweens and negotiate access to domains within their society that participants of low socioeconomic status or without mainstream education would not otherwise be granted access to. Large socioeconomic and educational inequalities break down to some extent the conventional boundaries between 'insiders' and 'outsiders'.
They redefine the criteria for membership in particular 'social microworlds' within society.
What does this imply for our relationships with research participants? First of all it implies that certain power imbalances and inequalities between research participants and researchers may be inevitable. Patronage relationships are necessarily unequal. Being able to act as gobetweens also puts researchers in a position of power. We may use this power to facilitate new experiences for research participants, and to negotiate access for them to terrain that would otherwise be off limits. However, participants may experience such 'temporary access' ambiguously if it is removed from them after the researcher leaves. Finally, being close to (and potentially complicit with) local elites bears the risk that 'by doing similarity' (Lundström, 2010: 83) , i.e. by imitating the behaviour of the locally powerful, we inadvertently lend legitimacy to exclusionary practices. It is important to ask, as Lundström (2010: 78) suggests, '[w]hose stories of exclusion are silenced' -at least temporarily -when we use our 'methodological capital in order to get access' to the field.
What do inevitable status differences between research participants and researchers imply for the insights we can gain? My training as a 'patron' for my informants taught me what patronage relationships entail more generally in northern Nigerian society. Being an insider within domains of society that my research participants were excluded from, and being able to act as a go-between for them, helped me gauge how hierarchical relationships are constructed within society more widely. It also helped me better understand the nature of the exclusions they are living through, not least because my subject positions as insider and go-between triggered conversations between us about the set-up of society and about the values held by different segments. A critical awareness of the place we occupy within status hierarchies may thus, in the end, be more beneficial for our research relationships than attempts to obliterate status differences, which are, moreover, likely to be futile.
